IS YOUR EMAIL READY TO SEND?
YOUR QUALITY ASSURANCE CHECKLIST
Introduction

Think of this list as your gatekeeper who checks the quality of your campaign. Each email you send has to answer the gatekeeper’s questions before it’s let out of the gate.

So grab that message you’ve been working on. Wrestle with these questions. Make changes. Do what it takes to make sure you’re satisfied on each point.

Along the way, consider the question, “Why would my subscribers be interested in reading this?” And see if your emails prove themselves worthy of being let out of the gate.

- Which of the following am I trying to accomplish with this email? Do I accomplish it?
  - Strengthen my relationships with my existing subscribers
  - Sell a product
  - Collect new subscribers by giving my readers content they’ll want to forward
  - Offer my readers new or exclusive information
  - Drive traffic to my website
- What action do I want my readers to take? Do I offer them too many choices? Do I give them a reason to act right now?
- Is my company or brand name included in my “From” line or subject line?
- Is my subject line concise, compelling and straightforward?
- Have I asked my subscribers to whitelist me to make sure they get my e-mails?
- Does my first paragraph compel my readers to read the second? And the next?
- Is my most important information “above the fold” in case readers don’t scroll down?
- Is everything linked that should be linked? Product names, images? Do all of the links work?
- If my message includes images, do I use the standard standard 60% to 40% text-to-image ratio or the “F” viewing pattern? Does it make sense to do otherwise?
- Have I included a plain text version for subscribers reading on a mobile device or with images turned off?
- How does the HTML version look with images off? Have I included an ALT image tag on each graphic?
- When I choose to display the images, do they load correctly and quickly?
- Does the message render properly in Gmail, Outlook, Yahoo, iPhone, Hotmail and Apple Mail?
- Do personalization fields fill in correctly?
- What is this message’s spam score? Is there anything I should change to lower it?
- When is the best time to send this out? Are any days of the week or times of the day particularly appropriate for the content here?
- Do I want to send this to my whole list or just a segment of it?
- Do I want to split test this message before I send it to the whole target audience?
- Should I set this message to automatically post to my Facebook page or Twitter stream?
- Have I proofread for typos?
Is everything right?

Congratulations! Your email is ready to send.

Run through this list for your next few emails, and you’ll find that you start checking for these things automatically. Every once in a while, pull it out again to make sure you aren’t forgetting to ask any of these questions.

And if you have a question about how to do any of these things in your AWeber account – or how to sign up for one – give us a call!

**Toll Free Phone:** +1 877-AWeber-1 (877-293-2371)

**International Phone:** +1 215-825-2196

**Live customer support** is available Mon-Fri: 4 a.m. - 8 p.m. ET Saturday: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. ET

---

**About AWeber**

AWeber is an easy-to-use email marketing tool that allows business owners and entrepreneurs to cultivate relationships with their customers. Since 1998, AWeber has been the email engine powering the growth of organizations around the world, including leading sites like Social Media Examiner and ProBlogger and industry influencers such as Peter Shankman and Ann Handley.

Today, more than 120,000 small- and midsize-businesses, entrepreneurs, agencies and nonprofits are making the most of AWeber’s sophisticated segmentation and analytics capabilities, split testing applications, extensive template libraries and industry-leading deliverability and live support.

For digital marketing advice, examples, and inspiration, follow us here: